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This is my last meeting: I became a councillor in Sept 2008, and was elected chairman in May 2010. 
Eight years is long enough, and I have decided, along with all my fellow councillors (who have served 
as long or longer than myself) to stand down. From May 3rd you will have a completely new set of 
councillors, and we wish them all the best in attempting to uphold the traditions and interests of the 
village.  

I would like to start by giving my thanks to all the councillors who have worked alongside me: we 
have been a most harmonious team. I would also like to thank our District and County Councillor 
George Reynolds, who has attended most of our meetings, and has been the most helpful adviser and 
supporter of the interests of the parish, notably in his unfailingly successful interventions on our 
behalf in the Planning Committee of Cherwell DC. And finally and especially I would like to thank 
Peter Hardman our Clerk, without whom I would have been completely lost: his diligence, good 
humour and unfailing efficiency have really made my task as chairman as easy as it could possibly 
have been. 

For me it has been a privilege and an honour to serve what I believe to be the oldest continuous 
Quaker community in the world, and I give my heartfelt thanks to all those villagers new and old who 
have by their goodwill and friendliness shown that the old Quaker spirit still lives on.  

Instead of simply reviewing the past year, I thought that I would take this opportunity of recording the 
successes and failures of the past decade. 

We began with a most ambitious Sibfords Community Plan for both villages, involving a 
questionnaire to all villagers: it took over a year to complete and was masterminded by Richard 
Hartree and Sue Mattinson. The result was outstanding, and its conclusions are available on the 
website, where it offers a blueprint for the future. Although (because of expense and incredible 
bureaucracy) we did not seek to turn it into a full planning document, I don’t think this matters 
because, as far as I am aware, even legally binding Parish Plans have been systematically ignored by a 
government allegedly committed to localism. Nevertheless we have used this plan often, especially to 
assess specific planning applications, and we commend it to our successors. 

Another very ambitious survey was supported by the Parish Council, the review by Cherwell DC of 
the Conservation Area of the two Sibfords, and the listed building Review. This was carried out by 
Rose Todd and her conservation team at Cherwell, and has again been incredibly useful in arguing for 
sustainable development in the Sibfords; this is on the Cherwell website, and is also a very good 
potted history of the villages. 

There are two other important developments which we hope will continue to benefit the village for 
many centuries. 



The first is the taking in hand of Miriam Tebb’s donation of a small pocket of land in Burdrop. With 
the help of a grant from TOE2 we have cleared this plot and turned it into a bird sanctuary and a 
community orchard: half a dozen trees, chosen as eaters to be scrumped by children, are beginning to 
fruit – I tasted my first apple last autumn, and it was delicious. All that remains is to keep the hedges 
and undergrowth trimmed, and to provide a new bench opposite the view, to replace the old one that 
Miriam used to sit on; the plaque of this old bench is in the safe keeping of Peter Hardman. 

Secondly, thanks to the Town Estate Charity, virtually all the land along Acre Ditch is now in the 
hands of the community in perpetuity. They already owned the school buildings; they acquired the 
remaining part of Wheathills (the livery stables: the upper field was purchased by the Trust with the 
help of a public subscription in 1998). And thanks to the generosity of Margaret Hobson they have 
acquired the Millennium Field, which was so lovingly planted with trees and laid out as a series of 
walks by her husband Paul over the thirteen years that he lived in the village. It is amazing to think 
that this major asset will delight villagers for the next millennium. The Parish Council has committed 
itself to managing and maintaining the Field with the cost shared equally between the Charity and the 
Parish Council. 

These are village assets that we hope will last for ever. But there have been other lesser achievements: 

Broadband arrived in the village in 2016, before it was available in the Ferris. 

The procedure for selecting new Trustees to the Town Estate Charity was clarified: officially 4 
trustees are chosen by the Parish Council and 5 by the Trustees. We established a formal procedure 
for nominating the Parish Trustees, and our first vacancy was filled by the Rev. Liz Hawkes. 

Extra grass cutting has gradually accrued: firstly the churchyard and burial ground is our 
responsibility by an Elizabethan law, and we agreed with Sibford Ferris to share the cost, secondly 
Miriam Tebb’s Land and the Millennium Field need maintaining, and thirdly the verges within the 30 
mile speed limits have been abandoned by OCC except for once a year, and we have agreed to take on 
three extra cuttings. 

Now the item for which you have all been waiting: the Bishop Blaize, also known by a succession of 
aliases. The Parish Council was reluctantly drawn into this dispute because of public pressure and the 
continuous series of planning applications by the owners over the last twelve years. In 2013 and 2014 
there were two full public hearings by Planning Inspectors, both of which ruled against the applicants. 
There was huge public support on these occasions from the two villages. In 2014 the owners were 
convicted of continuing to use the property as a private house contrary to planning laws; they then 
opened it as an occasional public house. In 2016 they advertised it for sale as a pub, which enabled us 
finally to have it listed as an Asset of Community Value. This can be renewed every five years, and 
means that the property must remain a public house, rather than becoming a private dwelling. In 
summer 2016 the two Parish Councils organised a public meeting to ascertain whether the community 
was in support of this action: roughly 100 people turned up and voted almost unanimously to support 
the ACV status. Currently the owners have launched another application to the Planning Inspectorate 
to have the refusal of Cherwell DC overturned. SGPC supported the original refusal with a detailed 
series of comments, and we have reinforced these for the current Appeal. The new Councillors have 
indicated that they will continue to pursue the matter of enforcement once the Appeal is concluded. 

Finally a list of things we have not yet done or failed to achieve: 

The provision of a defibrillator is still outstanding. 



Cherwell District Council has failed to respond to our many letters protesting at the two Sibfords 
being lumped together as a Category A village in all their planning documents. This is important 
because it lays us open to new housing allocations. But I think they are not going to change their 
minds. 

From time to time the question of merging the two councils of the Gower and the Ferris has been 
raised. Quite apart from the incredible length of the 4-hour meetings that would result, I am happy to 
say that Cherwell has just concluded a revision of parish councils, and will not be looking at such 
questions for another 16 years. Nevertheless under Tim Huckvale’s chairmanship of the Ferris we 
have established the practice of the chairmen of each PC attending as many as possible of the other 
parish’s meetings 

We have investigated providing allotments for villagers, having found the land and ascertained that 
there was a handful of villagers who wanted one. But none of those interested was willing to act as 
organiser, so we abandoned the idea: there are anyway allotments available at the Friends’ Meeting 
House. 

We have spent a huge amount of time trying to discover who owned the village pond. In fact no 
ownership is recorded in the Land Registry. After exploring the possibility of registering it as a village 
green, we were warned that Health and Safety issues would mean installing ridiculous precautions, 
and we decided to leave it as an unowned hole in the ground. However the surrounding banks are 
owned by Oxfordshire Highways. 

We attempted to oppose a major development at Muddle Barn Farm, which was well outside the 
village envelope and contrary to all planning rules. However the Appeal Inspector made no reference 
whatsoever to our carefully argued submission, and ruled in favour of the applicant. 

So with this record I hope no-one will say that we have neglected our duties, or that we leave too 
many serious unfinished business issues to our successors.  

 


